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FEMALE CANDIDATES FOR VIRGINIA COUNCILS 
1976-1977
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to examine recruitment of female 
candidates for city and town councils in Virginia. In each community 
there is a pool of potential candidates, persons involved in, or 
interested in, community leadership positions. Socializing experiences 
predispose a person to be involved in community leadership, but what 
factors lead him or her to become candidates for elected public 
office? The hypothesis under examination is that women*s underrepre­
sentation as candidates is related to both:
1. structural factors, and
2. socialization and psychological barriers felt by women.
The structural factors to be considered include age, income, education, 
employment, marital status, spouse support, parenthood, civic activi­
ties, and size of community. Psychological and societal role expecta­
tions include self-concept, political efficacy, feeling of control of 
one's own life, opinion on women's proper role in government, and the 
effect of political activity of the respondents* parents.
First, this paper will present the methodology, the hypotheses, 
and the expected findings. After a brief discussion of women's public 
role, the literature on sociological and psychological factors affect­
ing candidacy will be reviewed. Finally, the findings of this 
research will be analyzed and conclusions drawn on female candidacy in 
Virginia.
2
3Methodology
There were forty cities in Virginia that held council elec­
tions in May of 1976.^ Of the cities, thirteen had no female candi­
date; twenty-seven cities had a total of 252 male and forty-four 
female candidates. Richmond held its election in May of 1977 with 
four male and four female candidates. More than 300 towns held 
council elections in 1976, and only ninety-two of them had female 
candidates. These ninety-two towns had a total of 909 male and 159 
female candidates. In fifty-six counties of Virginia, there was at
least one town with a female candidate. The other thirty-nine
2
counties had no female candidate in any of its towns.
By comparing women who remain in traditional club roles with 
women who were candidates, this paper seeks to isolate factors that 
motivate candidates and inhibit noncandidates. Differences and simi­
larities between male candidates and noncandidates and between female 
and male candidates will also be examined.
Data were collected before the Virginia city and town elec­
tions of 1976 and 1977, using mail questionnaires. Female and male 
candidates received identical questionnaires. Female and male non­
candidate civic club leaders received questionnaires with appropriate 
changes. Copies of the questionnaires are in the Appendix. The six 
groups of respondents were coded separately: female candidates in 
primaries and general elections of 1976 and in the Richmond election 
of 1977 (FC), female civic club leaders in the random sample (FCL), 
female civic club leaders from designated groups (FCL-NR), male
4candidates in the random sample (MC-1), male candidates in communities 
with the highest ratios of female candidates (MC-2), and male civic 
club leaders (MCL).
Candidates1 names and addresses were copied from files in the 
Virginia Board of Elections in Richmond. Names which gave no clear 
indication of sex were verified by telephone calls to the local Boards 
of Elections or to the candidates. All female candidates received 
questionnaires. There were 1,161 male candidates in cities and towns
that had female candidates. From these, a sample of ninety-nine males
was selected, including twenty-seven men from twenty-one cities and 
seventy-two men from sixty-five towns.
There were fourteen communities that had a ratio of female to 
male candidates of 1 to 1.6 or less. All fifty-one men in these towns
were contacted; six of them had fallen in the random sample.
The random sample of men civic club leaders is the least 
satisfactory group. From Chambers of Commerce lists of forty-six 
Virginia communities which had women candidates, the writer randomly 
selected ninety-nine men. Chambers of Commerce lists are compiled in 
many places with a bias toward elite groups. Clubs are usually listed 
only if the Chamber knows them or if the club requests listing. Small 
towns do not have Chambers, and their clubs are seldom included in 
club listings of neighboring larger towns, therefore, the sample is 
biased toward larger communities.
Women civic club leaders were randomly selected by the same 
procedure, and the sample has the same flaws. Because women civic
5club leaders are central to this research, the writer used other meth­
ods to expand their number. She mailed the questionnaires to the 
president of every local chapter, in Virginia, of the League of Women 
Voters (twenty), the American Association of University Women (forty- 
one), the Negro Business and Professional Women1s Club (nine), and the 
National Organization of Women (twenty-four). From a full listing of 
the Virginia Federation of Women* s Clubs in communities with women candi­
dates, every fifth president (thirty-three) received a questionnaire. 
Questionnaires were distributed at the Virginia League of Women Voters’ 
State Council in April of 1976. Presidents were asked not to respond 
since they had been contacted by mail. There were fifty league leaders 
who completed questionnaires at the meeting. Because only ten of the 
female candidates and four of the female civic leaders were black, race 
is not used as a variable in any of the analyses. (See Table 1.)
Hypotheses
The purpose of this research is to examine why women are 
vastly underrepresented in local elected offices in Virginia. An 
effort will be made to isolate factors that motivate candidates and 
inhibit noncandidates. The hypothesis under examination is that 
women’s underrepresentation is related to both:
1. structural factors, and
2. socialization and psychological barriers confronting
women.
If civic leaders and candidates are drawn from a common pool
6TABLE 1
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRES FOR RESEARCH 
ON FEMALE CANDIDATES FOR LOCAL 
OFFICES IN VIRGINIA 
1976-1977
Number Number
Responses
Classification Con­ Follow-
tacted ups Num- Per- 
ber cent
Female candidates 207 84 147 70.7
Male candidates .150 72 98 65.3
Female civic leaders 278 0 162 58.2
Male civic leaders 99 0 47 47.4
Totals 734 156 454 61.8
of persons in the relatively elite socioeconomic strata, one might
expect candidates and noncandidates to exhibit similar educational
levels, family incomes, marital status, and community involvement.
This implies that these structural variables favor participation, but
do not necessarily direct the participant to politics.
Employment removes women from the confines of the home and
could be an avenue for politically beneficial contacts, gathering of
3resources and skills and enhancing positive self-concept. If so, the
female candidates should have a higher employment rate than the female
civic leaders and than the general female population. The type of
employment should be that which will put the employee in contact with
4
politically relevant persons. A rough measure of those positions is 
professional versus nonprofessional employment.
The demands of a woman*s role as mother have been shown to 
restrict her freedom to hold office during the years when she has 
young children at home. Civic club work is not as severely inhibited 
by young children since the demands are less stringent than those of 
elected office. It would, therefore, be expected that the number and 
ages of children at home differ significantly between female candi­
dates and noncandidates. Male candidates are not as inhibited by 
young children because child care is not usually the father’s primary 
responsibility. If children inhibit candidacies of mothers, this 
factor should affect the age at which females become candidates.
During the years when young children are at home, women are not as
likely to be candidates, thus they can be expected to enter politics 
at later ages than men."*
Closely connected with the woman1s traditional home and child 
responsibilities is the degree of help she can expect from her 
husband. The female candidates should be more likely to report sup­
port of their spouses for their candidacy than will the male candi­
dates.^ The female civic leaders are expected to predict relatively 
low spouse support if they decide to become candidates. For a married 
woman to break a societal norm and seek a "male role" of holding 
public office, she will probably be married to a man who approves and 
is willing to share some of the home responsibilities. A person might 
expect that a woman married to a traditional man would remain in the 
socially accepted role of civic leader with its relative absence of 
public power and its more flexible schedule. The male candidate is 
not breaking a societal role expectation, so he probably would not be 
as dependent on his spouse’s approval as would a female candidate.
Psychological variables should play an important role in 
inhibiting or encouraging candidacies. Of the areas in which major 
differences between female candidates and noncandidates can be 
expected, two are their self-concepts and their perception of sex 
roles. Because more motivation and risk are involved in a candidacy 
than in civic club leadership, the writer expects to find that the 
candidate * s self-concept and her estimation of her qualification to
7
serve in elected office will be higher than that of noncandidates. 
Candidates are expected to indicate more perception of internal
9
g
control of their lives and a higher sense of political efficacy.
Closely related to psychological barriers to candidacy is
societal sex role expectation. Because of socialization, the writer
expects female candidates and noncandidates to differ significantly in
9
their feelings on the appropriate political role of women. Female 
candidates will probably feel more strongly that women should have an 
equal role in government. The writer expects that female candidates 
more often than noncandidates will have had politically active 
mothers. Even though the Center for the American Woman and Politics 
did not find the political activity of the parents an influencing 
factor,^ early childhood socialization theories indicate that the 
role model of the mother is crucial. Role models of others in the 
young person*s environment are important, but not as central as that 
of the mother.
For a decade, the media has been filled with news about the 
changing status of women. Change for women is slow and is not only a 
twentieth-century phenomenon. The first chapter of this study will 
review women’s civic and political roles.
CHAPTER I
WOMEN IN PUBLIC ROLES
Women from all socioeconomic, racial and geographic groups are 
underrepresented in all levels of government. Does this matter in a
democracy? Full participation of the citizenry has implications
greater than the participation of women in elected public office. If
over half the population lacks an equal opportunity to participate in
governmental decision making, then democracy is not fully functional.
Would the presence of more women in public offices have an 
impact on policy? Opinion surveys indicate that the most significant 
difference between the policy orientation of the two sexes is in the 
use of force.^ Women are more likely to oppose coercion in resolving 
conflicts on the international, national, and local levels. On these 
issues, the opinion of women in this decade is slightly more liberal 
than menfs, but on issues other than use of force there may be little 
difference.^
Feminists argue that women are more likely to support social 
welfare legislation, child care, consumer advocacy, education, and 
health provisions. There is little empirical data to support these 
conclusions, but female activists for the past century have championed 
issues of social concern. Jeane Kirkpatrick notes that almost all of 
the female legislators in her study of Political Woman support the
10
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Equal Rights Amendment, but 60 percent do not back the women’s libera­
tion movement. She indicates that on most issues the presence of 
women per se in legislatures has had little impact. Women’s suffrage 
arguments were based largely on the anticipated liberalizing impact of 
women’s vote, but the actual effects in changing public policy have 
been minimal.
Changes in policies or the quality of government cannot be
predicted. The importance of increasing female representation in
public office must be based primarily on the normative democratic
theory of representation and on the virtue of participation.
The predominance of male elected officials was considered
normal until the resurgence of the women’s movement in the late 1960s.
Before then, political scientists rarely examined the position of
* women in government office.
Although women have assumed new economic roles, have gained
more independence and legal rights, and have become better educated,
elected officials are still nineteen times more likely to be male; a
woman has never been nominated for President or Vice President by a
major political party; the two women in the United States Senate were
appointed to fill their husbands’ terms; no woman has been recently
elected to the United States Senate; in thd 95th Congress, there are
only eighteen women in the House of Representatives; two governors and
13about 8 percent of the state legislators are women. In Virginia,
there are no women in the Senate and only seven women among the 100
14members of the House of Delegates. Fewer than 3 percent of the
12
county commissioners in the country are female. ^  Among mayors and
members of city or town councils, an estimated 5 percent is female,
most of those being in small districts.^
Women are only slightly less active politically than men when
judged by the percentage who vote, register to vote, contribute to
campaigns, attend political meetings, work for candidates, write
public officials, and wear political buttons. Men are more active in
attempting to influence others on political issues.^ When data are
controlled for education, age, region, and marital-status, women’s
18participation in voting is equal to that of men. Women in the South 
vote less than men, but among college educated southerners in 1972, 
women voted more frequently than men. In general, southern women are 
less active politically than their counterparts in-other regions; the 
sex difference in political participation here is greater than else­
where . ^
Women are more active than men in partisan campaigns, perform­
ing a great portion of the party’s organizational work, but usually
20serving as volunteers with little power. Party activity and politi­
cal work appear more acceptable to women who feel that holding public 
office is either an impossibility or in conflict with their tradi­
tional female roles. Party activity is similar to volunteer civic
club work and does not entail the competition or the risk found in a 
21candidacy. Partisan involvement is an avenue to candidacy that will 
be examined in this study.
An important pool from which women are recruited for candidacy
13
to public office is the civic organization. Leadership in local civic
22
clubs enables a woman to gain recognition in her community. Men,
more often than women, have resources and contacts through high status
professions or through business contacts. Both men and women build
resources through civic club leadership, but it is an especially useful 
23route for women. Kirkpatrick found that female legislators had
frequently used this route to candidacy. In civic clubs, women
learned leadership skills and gained self-confidence; they developed
contacts with other community leaders and established a reputation for
leadership, and they became familiar with the issues, problems, and
needs of the community. Studies by the Center for the American Woman
and Politics analyze the types of organizations in which female
officials have been active; they show a high level of participation
in civic organizations. For some women, however, civic club leader-
24ship is seen as an alternative to public office.
Volunteer civic club work has been, for many years, an accept­
able role for women of higher socioeconomic status. In the early- and 
mid-nineteenth century, there was an active club movement in the North 
and Midwest. The antebellum South was not a part of it. Here, women 
were kept on a mythological pedestal. They were taught to be pure, 
meek, submissive, and dependent on men. It was assumed that the down­
fall of the family and society would result from changes in the role
of women or in the institution of slavery. Women and children had only
25one right; namely, to protection.
But, historian Anne Firor Scott says that the romanticized view
14
of the upper-class southern woman is only a myth. Even the wealthier
woman worked and suffered in running the home and enduring frequent
pregnacies. She was often discontented with her modest education and
26the burden of caring for slaves.
The Civil War changed the role of the southern woman. She 
assumed almost total responsibility for operating plantations, handling 
money, educating children, defending the property, and caring for the 
wounded. Distaff weakness and dependence were scorned during the War 
and Reconstruction.
Some educational opportunities and jobs opened for women after 
the South began recovery from the War; technological and medical 
advances gave women more control of their time. Their proper place 
was still considered the home, but women1s organizations— a new phe­
nomena in the South— offered activities outside the family.
When women began to seek self-improvement and community 
improvement, they formed clubs. Despite protests from conservative 
churchmen, church societies developed in the 1870s. For forty years,
the public life of nearly every southern woman leader began in a 
27church society. There, women learned to speak in public, to organize,
to grapple with social problems, and to rely on their own judgments.
In developing leadership and successfully meeting community needs by
building schools and hospitals, southern women found church work a
vehicle to free themselves from the earlier image of the dependent
28person whose only proper sphere was the home.
In the 1880s, the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU)
15
grew rapidly. Scott wrote:
Like the church societies, the WCTU provided a respectable 
framework in which southern women could pursue their own develop­
ment and social reform without drastically offending the prevail­
ing views of the community about ladylike behavior. . . .29
Advocacy of prohibition took the WCTU members to legislators
who listened politely, but refused to act. In response to this benign
neglect, many WCTU members became suffragists.
Hundreds of southern women moved from membership in church
societies to WCTU membership and to women's clubs. Organized across
the South in the 1880s and 1890s, women's clubs were pioneering
efforts, blending social and intellectual life, and giving women
opportunities for education, leadership development, social action,
30and formation of new concepts of women's roles. Throughout the 
nation, women's clubs worked for prison reform, child welfare, labor 
laws, temperance, and improved education; they built colleges, hospi­
tals, and settlement houses. "One social concern led to another, and
the social concerns inevitably led to politics . . . Scott 
31observed. Women learned lobbying techniques and realized, as had 
the WCTU members, that their power was limited by the lack of suffrage. 
The Virginia Federation of Women's Clubs was formed in 1907. All 
states had federations in the General Federation of Women's Clubs 
three years later. Clubs became a training ground for women who 
wanted to serve in public life. Competence acquired in club work was 
transferred to public positions as state officials began appointing 
occasional clubwomen to boards and commissions of education and
16
32welfare.
The suffrage movement drew heavily on women who had gained
experience in church societies, WCTU, and clubs. By 1916, the Equal
Suffrage League of Virginia had 115 branches, with members largely
33from the upper classes. Debate on the wisdom of permitting women to 
vote was heated and prolonged. Belief in women’s inferiority, depen­
dency, and restricted role persisted. The Virginia General Assembly 
did not ratify the women’s suffrage amendment until 1952, although it 
had been included in the United States Constitution in 1920. Many 
Southern women joined men and economic interests in opposing it for 
fear that enfranchisement might lead to their degradation, loss of 
feminity, and threatened their honored position.
Women’s clubs and organizations have continued to expand and 
cover a wide range of interests and purposes. Despite their club
activities, Virginia’s women are still less likely than women in other
34parts of the country to seek public office.
Women do not hold political power on par with men in any 
section of society. In the next chapter, psychological and sociolog­
ical explanations from current literature will be reviewed.
CHAPTER II
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
AFFECTING THE RECRUITMENT OF 
FEMALE CANDIDATES
This chapter will examine psychological and sociological
factors that contribute to the paucity of female candidates.
Political position is culturally defined as an important powerful role
to be filled by men. The traditional female role is incompatible 
35with politics. Cultural norms and sex stereotypes of feminity and
masculinity inhibit the involvement of women in politics. A politician
is presumed to have "male" characteristics: power, competitiveness,
autonomy, strength, ambition, practicality. Women are defined by
themselves and by society as weak, passive, uncertain, dependent,
36helpless. They rate themselves lower than men in such character­
istics as ambition, energy, fairmindedness, optimism, and practical- 
37ity.
Maurice Duverger, in a 1955 United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) study comparing women’s
political roles in five countries, noted:
If the majority of women are little attracted to political 
careers, it is because everything tends to turn them away from 
them. If they allow politics to remain essentially a man’s busi­
ness, it is because everything conduces to this belief: tradition, 
family life, education, religion, and literature. From birth,
17
18
women are involved in a system which tends to make them think of 
themselves as feminine.38
Breaking a role expectation requires a strong self-concept, 
internal control of one's life, and a feeling of efficacy. Since 
political candidacy is an atypical female role, the writer's hypothe­
sis is that female candidates will have higher scores in self-concept,
internal control, and efficacy than the women who are in more tradi-
39tional roles of civic club leadership. The differences in these 
areas between female candidates and noncandidates should be greater 
than the differences between male candidates and noncandidates, since
the men have not had to break out of a culturally prescribed sex
i 40 role.
There still persists in society, remnants of Freudian "anatomy
is destiny" concepts. Lionel Tiger, in Men in Groups (1969), states
that men are physiologically programmed for leadership, decision
making, and force, while women are biologically designed to function 
41as subordinates. Medical research confirms that male hormones do
prompt aggression and that male musculature is stronger, but a purely
physiological explanation of male dominance fails to account for cross-
cultural differences in sex roles. For example, in the United States
(U.S.) 7 percent, and in the Soviet Union 75 percent, of physicians 
42are women.
Even though most men are psychologically different from most 
women, there are wider variations among men and among women.^
Eleanor Maccoby and Carol Jacklin reviewed much of the research in sex
19
differences. Their annotated bibliography and charts in The 
Psychology of Sex Differences cite approximately 1,500 studies appear­
ing between 1966 and 1973. In principle, sex differences could arise 
from several sources: intrinsic biological differences, purely cul­
tural differences in roles assigned to the sexes, or socialization and 
awarding of values of behavior based on combinations of biological and 
cultural differences. Maccoby and Jacklin summarized psychological 
differences that they feel are fairly well established:
1. after age eleven, most girls have greater verbal abilities 
than boys;
2. most boys after puberty have greater visual-spatial and 
mathematical abilities than most girls; and
3. males are more overtly aggressive than females.
Maccoby and Jacklin found no support for beliefs that young girls are
more socially oriented than boys, more suggestible, more auditory,
less visual, less analytic, but better at rote learning, or lower in
self-esteem and achievement motivation. It is only after the late
teens that women, compared to men, have less self-confidence in their
abilities to do well at new tasks and feel less in control of their 
44
own fates. This implies that low self-esteem and low achievement 
motivation are learned rather than inherited sex-linked traits.
Maccoby and Jacklin found insufficient evidence to support or fail to 
support sex differences in competitiveness, dominance, compliance, 
nurturance, fear, timidity, anxiety, and activity level.
Most stable sex differences seem to appear after puberty. The
20
studies reviewed by Maccoby and Jacklin used young children as sub­
jects. Matina Horner studied achievement motivation in late adoles-
45cents and adults. She found ample evidence of sex differences in
motivation to avoid success. Horner feels that this avoidance is
learned behavior which causes women to have a basic conflict between
the expectation that they do well in school, and the message that it
is unladylike to perform better than men at almost any task.
Particularly in competitive situations, this causes conflict between
women's desire to succeed and fear of success. Women perform better
46without an audience; men perform better in the presence of peers.
This and other studies suggest that achieving women have learned to
fear that society might punish them for achievement, particularly if
it is perceived as deviant, while achieving men have learned to expect
47societal rewards to maintain their behavior. Margaret Mead has said
48that men are unsexed by failure, but women are unisexed by success.
Still other studies failed to support Horner's findings. The question
of women's motivation to avoid success is unresolved.
Psychoanalyst Jean Baker Miller observes that women generally
fear power and self-assertion. She notes the unequal and subordinate
roles women have played in a male-dominated world. These fears of
assertion and achievement seem to be learned responses, not inborn
49psychological differences between men and women.
Innate psychological differences do not appear to provide a 
strong basis for the demarcation of sex roles. Therefore, the writer 
will examine socialization, the process of acquiring social learning,
21
whereby individuals are given knowledge and attitudes in preparation 
for social participation. Socialization transmits cultural norms from 
one generation to the next. It is seen by some sociologists as the 
process of acquiring socially acceptable controls of basic drives or 
as role training.
The effectively socialized person has discovered and behaves 
in a manner consistent with the expectations of his society or sub­
culture, conforming generally to cultural norms for his role or posi­
tion in society. Socialization tends to support the status quo, to 
promote acceptance of the structure of society and its distribution 
of power. Most adequately socialized persons accept societal norms 
with little serious questioning of the fundamental tenets.
But, the target of socialization is not a static recipient.
His or her own intelligence and creativity allows him to absorb influ­
ences at variance with societal norms, modifying his attitudes and 
roles. His or her early socialization continues to influence strongly 
the choices he makes. Especially when society reinforces attitudes 
learned earlier, he is more likely to continue incorporating these, 
consciously or unconsciously, into his repertoire of acceptable ideas 
and behavior. Significant, early, and persistent events predispose a 
person to a particular set of attitudes, thus forming an unconscious
ideology. Other socializing influences do have impact and can lead to
52
innovation and change. Each generation is not an exact replica of 
its predecessor. David Sears maintains that the successfully social­
ized person should be defined in terms of an ". . . individual's
22
maximizing of his own interests rather than in terms of his conformity 
to conventional norms. . . .
The contention in this paper is that prior to the past decade, 
most children were socialized into typical sex role behavior. The 
current environment has two conflicting ideologies: (1) the feminist 
movement toward expanded women’s rights or liberation, and (2) the non­
feminist efforts to maintain the traditional strong-male-provider and 
the dependent-female-helpmate. Early socialization and adult sociali­
zation are not independent. Depending on the strength of his or her 
earlier sex role socialization and on the impact of the two current 
ideologies in his or her relevant environment, a person responds by 
either conforming to the stereotypical sex role or by adopting a more 
egalitarian role. This paper will examine socializing forces which 
have encouraged stereotypical behavior and make the assumption that 
female candidates are adopting roles at variance with traditional 
socialization by responding to other socializing influences. (See 
Figure 1.)
Primary socialization in most societies normally takes place 
within the family. Socialization continues in school. Peer groups and 
other influences are secondary socializing agents. Socialization for 
sex role begins at birth with a blue or a pink blanket. The sex of 
the baby gives clues to its caretaker. Handling, touching, and voice 
tones differ depending on the sex of the baby. Susan Goldberg and 
Michael Lewis found that children, usually girls, who had been touched 
more during early months were more dependent on the mother after age
23
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Fig. 1. The Process and Agencies of Political Socialization 
in Complex Societies
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one than were children who had been treated more independently.
Parents begin sex role socialization long before the infant is aware 
of his or her sexual identity. Through their expectations, parents
encourage independence and assertiveness in boys, dependency and
. , 55 passivity m  girls.
Children are usually given sex-appropriate toys. Girls get 
dolls, tea sets and girl-oriented books; boys get trucks, guns, and 
blocks. Before the child is able to express sex role preferences for 
himself, he has learned what is appropriate. Socialization is implicit 
and explicit. Little boys are told not to cry with a minor injury, 
but little girls are comforted. Maccoby and Jacklin found that 
aggressive behavior was expected in boys. Partially due to psysiolog­
ical factors, boys are more aggressive. Girls learn early to express 
aggression verbally rather than physically. Even though most parents 
do attempt to curb aggression in boys, it is more socially acceptable 
in them than in girls. Most children seek acceptance of parents and 
peers. Behavior which is considered inappropriate to his or her sex 
elicits rejection and is avoided. When a daughter perceives that the 
parents want her to be passive, nurturing and dependent, she attempts
to comply; in the same way, a son seeks approval by meeting the
5 6parents* expectations for him to be independent and tough.
Before the age of five or six, children are aware of their own 
and others* sex, modeling themselves after persons of the same sex.
This modeling is encouraged by adults.
Schools generally reinforce traditional sex roles. Guidance
25
counselors and teachers often convey expectations that boys are better 
in math and science and girls are better in verbal skills. The chil­
dren are often guided into sex specific fields regardless of individ­
ual abilities.
School textbooks often show females in passive or traditional 
roles and males in active and varied roles. Parents are cast in tra­
ditional roles: mothers as homemakers, fathers as breadwinners. An 
analysis of 134 books used in New Jersey schools in 1972 documented 
the process by which sex role socialization is reinforced. Girls are 
consistently depicted playing with dolls, crying, having tea parties, 
watching boys’ action and heroism. Girls are helpless and dependent, 
helped out of problem situations by boys; seldom is the reverse 
shown. ^
Marjorie Uren of Stanford University, Stanford, California, 
reported in 1970 to the California Legislature’s Education Committee 
that she was:
. . . shocked at the depth and pervasiveness of sex prejudice 
discovered in a great number of texts researched. Women are 
either ignored— apparent noncontributors to history, civilization, 
and culture— or they are pictured in stereotyped roles as append­
ages or temptresses to m e n . 58
In another study of California schools’ primary textbooks, Virginia
Kidd of the Department of Speech and Communication at Sacramento State
59College, Sacramento, California, supported Uren's findings.
Elizabeth Fischer, writer and editor, reviewed children's books in
1970 for New York Times Book Review and found girls shown as passive
60
or manipulative and in stereotypical roles.
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Leonore Weitzman of University of California at Davis, Davis 
California, has published several studies on sex roles as portrayed in 
children1s books. She has recently completed a multimedia show on sex 
roles in textbooks which is being distributed by the National 
Education Association. She found stereotypes similar to those cited. 
She and her coauthors, in a 1972 article in the American Journal of 
Sociology, conclude that in picture books:
. . . [ Girlsr ] future occupational world is presented as 
consisting primarily of glamour and service. Women are excluded 
from the world of sports, politics, and science. They can achieve 
only by being attractive, congenial, and serving others.61
Society expects both boys and girls to marry and become 
parents. The difference is that boys are expected to have a career or 
vocation, while girls are expected to give primary importance to the 
roles of wife and mother. Lynne B. Iglitzin, in 1971-1972, surveyed 
437 fifth graders and found that most girls envisioned their future 
role to be wife and mother. Most boys saw themselves as adults with 
jobs. Only 11 percent of the girls and 15 percent of the boys thought 
that a woman should "work anytime she wants to." Iglitzin found a 
". . . clear demarcation of roles both at home and in the outside 
w o r l d . '
Even though the precise impact of these data is difficult to 
establish, the socialization processes are important in examining 
female candidates because motherhood and care of young children 
inhibit public roles through their restrictiveness; demands of domes­
tic duties and child care are time consuming and cannot be easily
deferred to the schedule of a job or political role. They isolate a 
woman from contacts that may attract her to political candidacy.
Until recently, without much consideration of her suitability for the 
demanding role, most women were expected and strongly socialized to 
become mothers.^
Socialization continues throughout life with major changes in 
one’s life having potentially great impact. Analysis of 1968 National 
Election Study data of the Survey Research Center of the University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, by Cornelia Flora and Naomi Lynn, using 
women between the ages of twenty and forty showed that ”. . .  mothers 
definitely felt less efficacious politically than nonmothers, even
54
when a number of controls for socioeconomic status were introduced."
The higher the socioeconomic status level, though, the more dramatic
65the differences in efficacy between mothers and nonmothers.
Several studies indicate that the presence of young children 
in the home is one of the variables that seems to restrict wbmen from 
entering candidacy. The writer will review three of these: Lee, 
Kirkpatrick, and the Center for the American Woman and Politics.
Lee, in 1972, surveyed 496 persons living in four varied com­
munities of Westchester County, New York. She found that young chil­
dren inhibit mothers more than they inhibit fathers from running for 
public office. The unpredictable time commitment in public office and 
candidacy seems crucial, since young children did not inhibit women’s 
voluntary political activities. Lee’s data is shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2
CANDIDATES FOR PUBLIC OFFICE BY AGE
Sex Under 40
m
. 41 to 50
m
51 to 60 
<%)
Over 60
a>
Men 23.1 20.4 27.0 38.5
Women 5.9 6.8 26.7 16.7
She concludes:
The discouraging effect of children on women’s desire to seek 
public office also restricts their ability to run for office after 
the children have left home. Because of children, women may fail 
to gain the experience in their twenties, thirties, and early 
forties that their male counterparts are acquiring. When, at 
last, they are free, they may lack the political know-how and con­
nections to effectively compete against the more experienced men. 
In short, most men interested in politics get a head start and it 
is very difficult for women to catch up.66
Other studies support Lee’s findings that young children 
inhibited women from seeking public office, but did not prevent them 
from entering voluntary political activities. Lynn and Flora studied 
female delegates from Kansas, Nebraska, and South Dakota to the 
National Democratic and Republican Conventions in 1972. They found 
that half the mothers sampled had misgivings about their political 
activity because of their children. All of these women were very 
active in varied organizations and did not report conflicts unless 
they were attempting to hold decision-making positions in politics.
Lynn and Flora concluded that ”. . . if women are to become active in
29
politics at all levels, the motherhood role must be redefined and
basic attitudes on the part of both men and women must be 
67restructured.’’
Kirkpatrick intensively studied fifty female legislators from
twenty-six states in 1972. Only one of the fifty had run for office
68
while having a preschool child. She found near unanimity among 
these women that pursuing a political career with very young children 
is practically impossible. Kirkpatrick feels that the prevailing sex-
role distribution is the principle constraint impeding women’s full
. . . .  ^ 69participation m  the power processes of society.
The Center for the American Woman and Politics (CAWP), in 1975, 
analyzed a broad sample of women in elected positions throughout the 
United States. The studies showed that most female officials are 
mothers of older children. Of the women in each officeholding cate­
gory, one-half to two-thirds reported either that they had no children 
or that their youngest child was at least eighteen years of age. Of 
the local female officials, 54 percent did not have children under 
eighteen. Whether the older ages of the female officials is because 
of child-rearing responsibilities or whether the low numbers of young 
children is because of the older ages of the women is not answered by 
the CAWP study.^
Society has institutionalized a sharp demarcation of social 
roles according to sex, in which women accept the less powerful and 
less influential public roles. The small number of women in public 
offices, university presidencies, and corporate power evidence this.
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When an individual’s socializing agents conflict, he becomes aware of
alternatives to his beliefs and attitudes. However, if all of his
reference groups agree on one ideology he develops a set of beliefs
which he accepts implicitly without; awareness because alternatives
remain unimagined.^
These unconscious beliefs and attitudes are the most profound
form of social influence and the most difficult to challenge because
they remain invisible. Even those who consider themselves liberated
often find their belief systems unexpectedly showing remnants of the
nonconscious ideology. In the case of sex roles, this can produce
hidden prejudices about a woman's natural role and motivate subtle
72
practices that keep her in traditional roles. The values have been
so internalized that they are a part of the fabric of the person.
Mead suggests that:
. . . certain traits have been socially specialized as the 
appropriate attitudes of the behavior of only one sex, while other 
human traits have been specialized for. the opposite sex. This 
social specialization is then rationalized into a theory that the 
socially decreed behavior is natural for one sex and unnatural for 
the other.^3
Self-devaluation is common among underprivileged and sub­
ordinate groups. They believe in their inferiority because of social­
ization processes; their inferiority provides justification for their
74societal position. The less powerful group is defined as weak,
apathetic, or incapable and is treated as such. With self-fulling
75prophecy, the group adopts the ascribed behavior. Kenneth Clark, a 
black psychologist, said ”. . .  the debilitating effect of racial
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prejudice is that the victims grow to believe in and even cherish
76
their 1 inferiority. Ml
Dominant groups prescribe less powerful roles to the subordi­
nate group and create myths about the inabilities of that group to
77fill other roles. The members of the subordinate group defend them­
selves by accepting as fact the inferiority and by attempting to
78please and accommodate the dominant group.
Current movements based on popular books demonstrate this
phenomena: Fascinating Womanhood (1962) by Helen Andelin and The Total
Woman (1973) by Marabelle Morgan, both of whom have become famous and 
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wealthy.. The general thesis of these and other books and courses by 
the same authors is that the man must be the unconditional leader and 
the woman should strive to be the unconditional follower. The Total 
Woman advises women to accept the husband as he is, to admire, appre­
ciate and adapt to him. These "Four A”s will get the husband to bring 
the wife gifts and adoration. The wife is advised to be coquettish 
and childlike, always to be ready for her husband’s commands, and 
never to argue with him. Her priorities should be first to God, 
second to her husband, and then to her children, and lastly to outside 
civic and social life. Her individuality is not discussed. Only one 
paragraph mentions the working wife: she is warned against threatening 
her husband’s ego and is adivsed to show her appreciation for his 
support of the family.
Throughout The Total Woman there are frequent references to 
Christianity. Religion, a major socializing agent, has played a large
32
part in setting the role of women. Selections from the New Testament
80demonstrate this. An example:
Let the woman learn in silence with all subjection. But I 
suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, 
but to be in silence.
I Timothy 2:11
An Orthodox Jewish prayer ends:
. . . Blessed art Thou, oh Lord our God, King of the Universe,
that I was not born a woman.
In the May 1977 issues of Billy Graham’s newspaper, Decisions,
and a popular evangelical magazine, Guideposts, articles advise women 
to follow the Biblical husband-wife relationships. Scripture is a 
current socializing agent, not a literary relic.
Even though young females are psychologically similar to males, 
they learn by adulthood to want to fill the roles in which society 
needs them. All persons are controlled to a great degree by sociali­
zation. However, in adult occupational roles men have far broader 
ranges of choice than women have been able to exercise. Despite
individual differences in abilities, personalities, education, inter-
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ests or motivation, a majority of women are full-time housewives. 
Psychologist Sandra Bern comments:
The freewill argument proposes that a twenty-one year old woman 
is perfectly free to choose some other role if she cares to do so; 
no one is standing in her way. But this argument overlooks the 
fact that society, which has spent twenty years carefully marking 
the woman’s ballot for her, has nothing to lose in the twenty- 
first year by pretending that she may cast it for the alternative 
of her choice. Society has controlled not her alternatives, but 
her motivation to choose any but one of those alternatives. The 
so-called freedom to choose is illusory and cannot be invoked when
33
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the society controls the motivation to choose.
The question is not the superiority or inferiority of the homemaker
role. The point is that society does not encourage the uniqueness of
individual women. Homemaking is assigned solely on the basis of sex.
The same is true of occupations outside the homes. Over half
of employed women work in clerical, operative, or service positions.
Between 1969 and 1970, men and women had strong employment gains
among professional and technical workers. In both years, however, the
vast majority of women professionals were employed in the lower paying
occupations of nursing and teaching, whereas men's employment was
distributed more evenly among the various professional and technical 
83occupations.
The small number of women in elected office related directly 
with the roles assumed by women in the world of work. Homemaking and 
lower status jobs inhibit women from developing strong links, contacts, 
and experiences which help maintain interest and involvement in poli­
tics. Women’s environments tend to act as barriers to political 
stimuli, restricting the likelihood that they will participate in 
politics. The Michigan Survey Research Center shows that working
women compared to housewives have a higher sense of political efficacy
84and political involvement even controlling for education. The 
political socialization diagram in Figure 1 places work in a key 
position. Data from the Center for the American Woman and Politics 
show that at the local level women in office are more likely to be 
employed than is the general population of adult women, even though
34
women in office have a restricted traditionally female occupational 
85
range. Herbert Jacobs research showed that a person s occupation
is the most Important element in initial recruitment to political
86candidacy, with higher status and brokerage roles most relevent.
Kristi Andersen also found employment a positive stimulant to politi-
. . .  87cal activity m  women.
Higher status employment and education are related. Both are
predictors of a woman’s political involvement. Women who achieve
office, like leaders in general, tend to have higher educational and
occupational status than the population at large. Data from the
Center for the American Woman and Politics show that women in office
are better educated than the general population, though at county and
88local levels, 62 percent are not college graduates.
Women in the United States are not as highly educated as men,
a disadvantage in seeking public office. In 1975, 17.3 percent of
women and 22.2 percent of men had one- to three-years of college;
18.7 percent of women and 25.1 percent of men had completed four or
89
more years of college. In 1970, 9 percent of Virginia’s women and
9016 percent of its men had four or more years of college.
Sexual inequality is rooted deeply within the social structure 
through allocation of sex roles and behaviors whose beginnings may 
have been in biological and reproductive functions, but whose persis­
tence is mostly cultural. The role division means a division of
91authority and power. Change in this basic structure is likely to be
gradual.
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With the influence of the current women’s movement, women are 
beginning to throw off the limitations placed on them by socializa­
tion. Toys and books are less blatantly sexist; more women are 
entering professional schools; unquestioned acceptance of homemaker 
and motherhood roles is less widespread. These changing attitudes may 
contribute to androgeneous life choices for women in the future.
Girls may not consider the traditionally male professions out of 
bounds; political careers may become more normal choices for them. 
Regardless of changing trends, this study examines the present in 
which few adults were socialized under less stereotypical sex role 
attitudes. Therefore, the writer has analyzed traditional socializa­
tion processes since in her judgment they remain quite pertinent to 
the paucity of female candidates in the 1976 Virginia elections.
CHAPTER III
VIRGINIA CANDIDATES AND CIVIC LEADERS
The purpose of this research is to examine why women are 
vastly underrepresented in local elected offices in Virginia. An 
effort will be made to isolate factors that motivate candidates and 
inhibit noncandidates. The hypotheses under examination is that 
women’s underrepresentation as candidates is related to both structural 
factors and the socialization and psychological barriers felt by 
women. First, this study will examine the factors of age, education, 
income, size of community, and employment. Second, family structure 
will be explored, including marital status, children at home, and 
spouse support. Third, avenues to candidacy will be examined: parti­
cipation in civic and political activities. Finally, a relationship 
will be sought between candidacy, childhood socialization, psycholog­
ical factors and attitudes.
Is there a common pool of active community women from which
civic club leaders and candidates are drawn? Data from the studies of
the Center for the American Woman and Politics, Herbert Jacob, David
Schwartz, Heinz Eulau and Kenneth Prewitt, and Virginia Sapiro and
Barbara Farah, indicate that both civic leaders and candidates are
92
from the relatively elite socioeconomic strata.
Most research indicates that female candidates are married,
36
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but marriage culturally puts the woman in a supportive homemaker role 
that occupies her time and commitment, limits her community contacts, 
and serves as a structural restraint to candidacy. If both civic 
leaders and candidates are married and in the upper socioeconomic 
strata, what makes the difference between women who become candidates 
in spite of the restraints? The hypothesis is that'there are differ­
ences in their socialization, such as having politically active 
mothers, reinforced by the kinds of men they married, i.e., those who 
are supportive of their efforts for political leadership. As a 
result, there are important psychological differences.
If structural and societal role expectations are the major 
factors inhibiting female candidacy, one might expect the married 
female candidate to be older than the female civic leader, to have 
fewer children at home, to have more supportive husbands, and to have 
developed contacts outside the home through employment, civic clubs 
or political activities. Civic club work is a socially accepted role 
for women and is discussed in the first chapter of this thesis. Women 
are traditionally active in church, parent-teacher organizations, 
service and social clubs. The civic club leader is a volunteer and 
can forego a meeting if it conflicts with family duties. Elected 
office responsibilities are usually not so easily set aside. Civic 
club and church leadership does not challenge the societal norm of 
male-controlled public power. There is usually little competition for 
this leadership, therefore, lower risk involved. A person does not 
often openly assert oneself in aggressive campaigning to be
38
Parent-Teacher Association (P .T.A.) president, whereas, a candidate 
for political office must adopt some traditional male attributes of 
aggressiveness, competition, seeking success and power.
The male candidate can be expected to enter political candi­
dacy at a younger age than the female candidate since he is not 
usually constrained by care of young children at home, and perhaps has 
avenues of public contact through employment by which he can establish 
political acceptance at an earlier age. He will probably not have the 
same need for a supportive spouse since his realm is traditionally 
outside of the home.
Age
Numerous surveys and studies show that women enter politics at 
a later age than do men, due mostly to the structural constraints of 
childrearing and the longer time it may take women to build politi­
cally relevant resources. This serves as an inhibiting factor in the 
number of years a woman has to build constituency, to gain meaningful 
political experience, and to advance to higher political office. In 
this study, the median ages of those who were first-time candidates 
were 44.1 years for women and 39 years for men. The mean ages of 
initial candidates were 45 years for women and 42.2 years for men.
Even though the median age of all female candidates was 46.9 years, 
and for male candidates 47.3 years, it is the age of initial candidacy 
that is most important. Although the age difference between female 
and male candidates is not dramatic, it does give some credence to
39
the findings of other studies, that women may postpone candidacy. 
Women’s later entry into candidacy than men’s must be considered a 
result of other factors and not an explanation in itself of the under­
representation of female candidates.
The percentage of women under forty was higher among the 
candidates (32 percent) than among the civic leaders (25 percent).
The median age of female civic leaders was 51 years, and of the female 
candidates, 46.9 years. The difference is not great, but it appears 
that both groups of leaders are in similar stages of family responsi­
bilities. There is no indication that the female candidates have 
postponed public activities any longer than have female civic leaders.
Income
To test the hypotheses, income, educational and employment 
status of the groups will be examined first. From Table 3, it is 
evident that there are no major differences in income levels among the 
groups except the greater affluence of male civic leaders. However, 
all groups are in higher brackets than the majority of Virginians.
This is to be expected since a person with poverty level income cannot 
as easily give the time and sacrifices necessary to participate at 
significant levels in community endeavors. In 1970, 56.4 percent of 
Virginia families had incomes less than ten thousand dollars, and 4.5 
percent had incomes over twenty-five thousand dollars. In the sample, 
as in other research, political and social leaders are drawn from 
comparatively elite economic groups.
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Education
If civic and political leaders are from elite socioeconomic
strata, one can expect the female candidates to have similar or higher
educational attainment than other groups in the population. The
Center for the American Woman and Politics, Jeane Kirkpatrick, Marcia
Lee and others agree that education gives women a resource that can
93lead to higher political efficacy and to electability. All the
leaders in this study have higher educational levels than the general
population; 9 percent of the women and 14 percent of the men in
94Virginia have four years or more of college. The female leaders 
in this study (FC, FCL) have an average of 4.5 times the average female 
education; the male leaders (MC-1, MC-2, MCL) have almost three times 
the number of years education of men in Virginia; 39 percent of the 
female candidates and 42 percent of the male candidates (MC-1, MC-2) 
held college degrees.
Educational attainment does not make the difference between 
the female leaders who were candidates and those who did not choose 
candidacy. The female civic leaders were more highly educated than 
the female candidates; 45 percent of the civic leaders and 39 percent 
of the female candidates held college degrees. Of the female candi­
dates elected, 44 percent were college graduates. The higher educa­
tional level of elected female candidates may indicate that education 
makes a woman more electable. However, there are other factors influ­
encing educational levels: age and size of community.
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In all three female groups, women over forty years had sim­
ilar educational levels, and approximately the same percentage were 
college graduates as the male candidates over forty. The female can­
didates under forty had the lowest educational attainment: 29 percent 
held college degrees. This finding is opposite to those of the Center 
for the American Woman and Politics which found that 45 percent of 
female councillors under forty and 36 percent in older years were 
college graduates. The Center predicts that the societal trend to 
increasing educational attainment, resulting in younger women having
more formal education than their elders, may operate to facilitate the
95entry of younger women into office. Thus, these findings indicate 
that education may not be a key to female candidacy in Virginia (see 
Table 4).
Entry into candidacy may be more threatening in larger cities 
where it is more difficult to achieve reputation through person con­
tacts. Since competition is more intense and the pool of potential 
candidates larger, it is expected that female candidates in larger 
areas have higher educational levels. This study shows that in com­
munities larger than 10,000, 61 percent of the female candidates had 
college degrees or higher; in smaller communities 32 percent offthe
female candidates held college degrees or higher. Among all three
\
female groups there was a similar relationship between education and 
community size. (See Table 5.)
There is a relationship between the lower educational 
attainment of the younger female candidates and that of female
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TABLE 4 
EDUCATION AND AGE
Classification
Under 40 Years Old Over 40 Years Old
Num­
ber
College
Education
(%)
Num­
ber
College
Education
<%)
Female candidates 46 29.3 97 42.2
Female civic leaders 11 54.5 37 43.2
Male candidates--MC-l 22 55.0 47 40.4
Male Candidates--MC-2 8 37.5 21 33.3
Male civic leaders 18 56.0 29 55.0
Female civic leaders:
Nonrandom 58 79.3 55 45.4
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TABLE 5
COMMUNITY SIZE AND PERCENT OF 
COLLEGE GRADUATES
Classification
Communities over 
10,000
Num­
ber
cases
College
Education
(%)
Communities under 
10,000
Num­
ber
cases
College
Education
(%)
Female candidates 
Female civic leaders 
Male candidates— MC-1 
Male candidates— MC-2 
Male civic leaders 
Female civic leaders: 
Nonrandom 
Center for the American 
Woman and Politics 
(female councillors)
31
27
15
6
36
78
60.5
55.5
46.6
83.3
44.4
75.6
113
21
51
23
11
30
31.8
33.3 
45.0 
21.7 
54.5
43.3
55.0 32.0
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candidates in small communities; 38 percent (43) of the female candi­
dates in communities under 10,000 but only 13 percent (4) of the 
female candidates in larger communities are under forty years old. 
Therefore, it can be assumed that in smaller communities fewer 
resources are required for candidacy: lower educational levels and 
fewer years to gather experience prior to candidacy. In smaller com­
munities, it is evidently easier to meet a larger percentage of the 
population and perhaps candidacy decisions are made on personal rather 
than on more formal bases such as education.
The size of the community is an important factor in recruit­
ment. A larger electorate expands the pool of talent from which 
candidates are selected, producing less reliance on traditional can­
didates (i.e., the white upper class males), and encouraging lateral
96entry by other groups including women. In urban areas there are 
more women with relevant resources for political recruitment such as 
higher educations and professional status. Small towns are con­
sidered conservative with more traditional views on the proper role 
of women. However, most studies reveal that women are more likely 
to hold public office in smaller communities. The Center for the 
American Woman and Politics reports that 91 percent of the female 
mayors and 86 percent of the female council members are from com­
munities with populations under 25,000. Even though conflicts in 
small towns can be quite intense, in them competition for political 
office and the rewards such as status, power, and money are usually 
less. This means that the stakes are often lower and the positions
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97less jealously guarded by the establishment. Less money and time 
are required to seek office. Small town councils may operate as 
extensions of a woman's concept of volunteer work and demand less 
time away from her family.
In the Virginia councilmatic elections of 1976 and 1977, 82 
percent of the female candidates were from communities of fewer than
10,000 persons. There are over 200 of these smaller communities and 
only thirty-two larger cities in Virginia. Therefore, the number of 
candidates is greater in the more numerous smaller towns. However, 
women in small towns do not run more frequently per council seat 
available than women in larger areas: there was one female candidate 
for every three seats in the cities and one female candidate for 
every five seats in small towns.
Size of community alone does not explain female candidacy, 
but it does interact with other variables. There are differences in 
the characteristics of female candidates in small communities. It has 
already been shown that they are younger and less educated than their 
counterparts in larger cities. They are also more frequently 
employed.
Employment
If child care and home duties are structural constraints on 
women's political participation, getting outside the home and feeling 
the independence of employment should to some degree overcome this. 
Kristi Andersen finds that employment increases the political activity
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of women. She was not studying candidacy, but her findings may be
relevant here. She found that between 1952 and 1972 the political
participation of employed women increased more than twice as much as
that of housewives and more than four times the increase of men's
political participation. She concluded that employed women had
. overcome the traditional norms which have dissociated women
from politics by causing them to perceive themselves as politically 
1f 98impotent.
Employment is considered a major stepping stone to candidacy
by providing avenues of contact and independence and for developing 
99relevant skills. The difference between employment levels of 
female candidates and female civic leaders is not evident in the 
general statistics in Tables 6 and 7. However, as seen in Table 8, 
there is a major difference when one looks by size of community.
Half of the candidates in both the large city and small town are 
employed fulltime. The high percentage of female civic leaders 
employed in large cities and the precipitous drop in small towns is 
dramatic. In comparison to female civic leaders, female candidates 
in small towns may find employment an avenue to candidacy. This may 
be due to the fact that small towns are often more traditional in 
sex role assignment; even though the female candidates from small 
towns have lower educational attainment than female civic leaders from 
these towns, their employment has opened the possibility of breaking 
the sex role stereotype of males holding political power.
Even though this seems logical, the data did not support
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TABLE 6
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS
Classification
Num­
ber
cases
Employment
Unem­
ployed
(%)
No
Res­
ponse
(%)
Part-
time
(%)
Full­
time
(%)
Female candidates 147 14 47 30 8
Female civic leaders 49 25 45 27 4
Male candidates— rMC-1 69 3 75 9 13
Male candidates— MC-2 29 3 76 17 3
Male civic leaders 47 2 79 11 9
Female civic leaders:
Nonrandom 113 21 20 52 6
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TABLE 7
EMPLOYMENT BY AGE
Female Candidates Female Civic Leaders
Category Num­ Under Over Num­ Under Over
ber 40 40 ber 40 40
cases (7.) <%) cases m m
Full-time 46 56.5 47.7 11 36.4 50
Part-time 88 8.7 19.3 36 27.2 25
TABLE 8
EMPLOYMENT BY SIZE OF COMMUNITY
Population
Employed Female 
Candidates
Employed Female 
Civic Leaders
Num­
ber
cases
Full­
time
<%)
Part-
time
m
Total
m
Num- Full 
ber time 
cases (7o)
- Part 
time
m
Total
<%)
Community size 
Over 50,000 16 50 12.5 62.5 17 64.6 17.6 82.3
10,000 to 49,999 15 33.3 20.0 53.3 10 40.0 30.0 70.0
1,000 to 9,999 53 45.3 13.2 58.5 13 38.5 15.4 53.9
Under 1,000 60 51.7 15.0 66.7 9 22.2 44.4 66.6
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the supposition that employed women would have stronger feelings of 
egalitarianism. Unexpectedly, the opinions of female respondents 
on the role of women in government is not significantly related to 
employment status. Childhood socialization and education affected 
feelings of egalitarianism, but employment alone did not.
In discussing employment as an avenue to candidacy, Jacob 
cites the importance of a "brokerage profession" that puts the poten­
tial candidate in touch with important p e o p l e . O f  the respondents 
in this study, 30 percent of the female candidates, 37 percent of the 
female civic leaders, 55 percent of the male candidates, and 72 per­
cent of the male civic leaders reported professional status. The 
breakdown in professional status by age shows no dramatic advantage 
of the female candidate over the noncandidate (Table 9). These data 
indicate that female candidates and civic leaders are comparable in 
professional status and that this does not explain the difference 
between candidacy and noncandidacy for these two groups. It recon­
firms that both groups of women are from relatively elite socio­
economic strata.
From this study there is no evidence that education, income, 
or professional employment are the keys to female candidacy in 
Virginia council elections of 1976. The only real indicators are the 
higher employment rate among female candidates in small towns and 
their higher educational attainment in larger communities. If the 
candidates are compared to the general population they are indeed of 
higher socioeconomic levels, but compared to female civic leaders
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TABLE 9
TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT
Female Candidates Female Civic Leaders
Num­ Under Num­ Over Num­ Under Num'
ber 40 ber 40 ber 40 ber
Cases Years Cases Years Cases Years
(%) (%) <%)
40
Years
<%)
Total
Professional 
Nonpro fe s s ional 
Homemaker 
Unemployed or no 
response
47 34
38
19
99 40 12
29 
8
22
25
25
8
41
37 41
22
19
19
Analysis of Those Employed
Professional
Nonprofessional
34 47 69 58 6 50 23 65
52 42 50 35
l ib r a r y . 
W illiam & M ary 
C ollege
and searching for factors which motivate female candidates and inhibit 
noncandidates, these are not the answers. Thus, the next turn is to 
family structure and its relationship to education, income, and fac­
tors in the socialization process.
Marital Status
As discussed in the first two chapters of this paper, the 
traditional role of women and especially of wives inhibits holding 
political power. Of the female candidates and civic leaders in this 
study, a similar majority was married; therefore, marriage does not 
appear to present a roadblock to female candidacy. (See Table 10.)
TABLE 10 
MARITAL STATUS
Classification
Num­
ber
Cases
Mar­
ried
(%>
Div­
orced
or
Sepa­
rated
(%)
Wid­
owed/
Wid­
ower
(%)
Sin­
gle
(%)
Female candidates 147 60.5 11.6 19.0 8 c 8
Female civic leaders 49 65.3 12.2 16.3 4.1
Male candidates— MC-1 69 85.5 8.7 1.4 4.3
Male candidates— MC-2 29 82.7 6.8 3.4 6.8
Male civic leaders 47 78.7 10.6 0 10.6
Female civic leaders:
Nonrandom 113 74.3 12.4 6.2 7.1
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Most of the female candidates under forty are married,.
Because home duties are usually more pressing in earlier than later 
years, one would not expect this large number of young female candi­
dates to have marital responsibilities if marriage were a major bar­
rier to candidacy.
As can be expected because of women*s longer life span, a
higher percentage of female than of male respondents over forty is
widowed. Among women over forty, more female candidates are widowed 
than in any other female group. Some of the random female civic 
leaders are drawn from auxiliary organizations which normally exclude 
widows, but it is difficult to explain the relatively low widowhood 
rate among the nonrandom female civic leaders. Because a lower per­
centage of the older female candidates than other female groups is
married, one may guess that their freedom from marital responsibi­
lities allowed them to compete for public office. Even though this may 
be true in some cases, it cannot be supported since such a large per­
centage of younger candidates is married (See Table 11.)
The percentage of married female respondents does not vary 
appreciably by community size. The unmarried women in small towns 
are more likely to be widows than divorcees. This may indicate that 
divorced women are not socially acceptable as leaders in small towns, 
but it may simply reflect lower divorce rates in small towns. (See 
Table 12.)
The results of this study cannot confirm that marriage 
inhibits female candidacy or constitutes a major difference between
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TABLE 11 
MARRIAGE BY AGE
Classification
Under 40 Years
40 Years 
and Older
Num­
ber
Cases
Per­
cent
Mar­
ried
m
Num­
ber
Cases
Per­
cent < 
Mar­
ried
m
Wid­
owed/
Wid­
ower
(%)
Female candidates 47 87.2 99 48.4 28.2
Female civic leaders 12 66.6 37 64.8 16.2
Male candidates--MC-1 22 72.0 47 91.0 2.1
Male candidates--MC-2 8 62.5 21 90.0 4.7
Male civic leaders 18 88.8 29 72.4 0
Female civic leaders:
Nonrandom 58 72.4 55 76.3 10.9
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TABLE 12
MARRIAGE BY SIZE OF COMMUNITY
Under 10,000 10,000 or Larger
Category
Female 
Candidates 
Num- Per- 
ber cent
Female 
Civic 
Leaders 
Num- Per- 
ber cent
Female 
Candidates 
Num- Ber­
ber cent
Female 
Civic 
Leaders 
Num- Per- 
ber cent
Married 113 56.6 21 52.3 31 61.2 27 70.3
Divorced or
separated 8.8 9.5 22.5 14.8
Widowed 21.2 28.5 12.9 7.4
Single 10.6 0 3.2 7.4
female candidates and female civic leaders. Are there differences, 
then, in the kinds of marriages: were the husbands of the female candi­
dates reported to be more supportive of their public roles than the 
husbands of female civic leaders predicted to be?
Spouse Support for Candidacy 
A spouse's support of the candidacy is a vital factor, espe­
cially among w o m e n . T h e r e  were 80 percent of the married female 
candidates who reported very supportive husbands. Only 41 percent 
of the female civic leaders expected their husbands to be very
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supportive of her candidacy if she were to run. No married female 
candidate classified her husband as disapproving, but one fourth of 
the married female civic leaders expected that their husbands would 
disapprove their candidacies. There are differences between the male 
candidates and male civic leaders, but the differences are not as 
dramatic as between the female groups. There were 60 percent of the 
male candidates and 43 percent of the male civic leaders who found 
or expected their wives to be very supportive: 5 percent of the male 
candidates and 10 percent of the male civic leaders found or expected 
their wives to disapprove. (See Table 13.)
It appears that when a married woman decides to compete for 
political office, she does so with the approval of her husband. The 
difference between spouse support reported by the female candidates 
and predicted by the female civic leaders is impressive. It is possible 
that the kind of woman who would later become a candidate selected a 
husband who supported her independence and assertiveness in public 
arenas, or it could be that women who married traditional men just 
never emerge as candidates. There is not enough data here to isolate 
the causal factors, but this is a key finding: the overwhelming 
majority of married female candidates felt full support of their 
husbands.
The civic leaders were asked if candidacy appealed to them.
There was no correlation between candidacy appeal and spouse support 
among employed female civic leaders. However, among the full-time 
homemakers there was correlation (Kendall's Tau .480, Gamma 0.56)
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TABLE 13
SPOUSE SUPPORT FOR CANDIDACY AMONG 
MARRIED RESPONDENTS
Supportive Disapproving
Classification Num­
ber
Cases
Very
(%)
Mod­
er­
ately
a)
Neu­
tral
(%)
Mod­
er­
ately
(7o)
Very
(%)
Female candidates 89 79.8 14.6 4.5 0 0
Female civic leaders 34 40.6 15.6 15.6 12.5 12.5
Male candidates— MC-1 61 58.6 24.1 8.6 3.4 1.7
Male candidates— MC-2 24 62.5 25.0 12.5 0 0
Male civic leaders 40 43.2 40.5 5.4 5.4 5.4
Female civic leaders: 
Nonrandom 88 41.7 38.1 6.0 3.6 2.4
indicating that the less support expected from their husbands the less
interest they had in candidacy. This may indicate a higher degree of
independence among employed women compared to those in the traditional 
homemaker role.
As women increasingly enter professional fields, role reversal
at home may follow and candidacy viewed as an extension of the wife's 
business or career. The breadwinner's political activity may be con­
sidered an extension of this role, but a political career is not
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likely considered as an extension of a homemaker's role.
The difference between spouse support reported by the female 
and male candidates suggests that the male candidate is able to run 
with or without his wife's strong support or approval since he is not 
breaking societal norms or changing roles. Spouse support should be 
defined more specifically than in this study. For instance, if the 
husband of a female candidate cooked dinner while his wife was cam­
paigning, he would be classified supportive. If a wife performed the 
same duty during her husband's campaign she may not be called sup­
portive since this is her expected function. If the wife helped with 
the "male role" of earning money for the family so that her husband 
could have more time to participate in political activities, she 
would be more likely labeled supportive. Perhaps it is the sharing 
of the political spouse's normal role that should be considered. This 
study indicates that, however defined by the respondent, spouse sup­
port is more crucial for the female candidate than for the male.
Controlling for politically active parents, the influence of 
spouse among female respondents held at a high level (Pearson's r =
.47 to .49) and among male respondents at a lower level (Pearson's 
r = .12), This is further evidence that the spouse's attitude is 
more important for the female than for the male candidate.
Children
Repeated research has found that for women the presence of 
young children in the home and responsibility for child care are the
59
most serious obstacles to candidacy. As discussed in the second
chapter of this paper, Marcia Lee found that the demanding hours of
political office conflicted directly with child care responsibilities
thus limiting young mothers1 entry into candidacy. Other researchers’
findings on the limiting factor of young children concur: Kirkpatrick,
Stoper, Lynn and Flora, and the Center for the American Woman and 
102Politics. On the other hand, these duties do not put such severe
limitations on civic club work in which hours are more flexible.
Most of the persons surveyed in this study are parents. The 
crucial point is the presence of young children at home since these 
children demand more care. This is both a structural constraint and 
a result of socialization in the expected role of the mother in con­
trast to that of the father. Unexpectedly, the data show that the 
female candidates had preschool children at home more frequently than 
the female civic leaders and than either group of male candidates. If 
the two groups of male candidates are combined, the percentage of 
female candidates and male candidates with children under twelve years 
old at home is almost the same. Even though the majority of female 
candidates did not report young children at home, this is not the factor 
that differentiates the female candidates from the female civic 
leaders or from the male candidates. (See Table 14.)
Does affluence release women from limitations of child care and 
home duties and, conversely, a low family income inhibit mothers of 
young children from seeking political office? Higher incomes would 
allow women to hire home help and give them more flexibility with
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their time. Lee found a correlation: she correlated income and edu­
cation and concluded that money enables the woman to replace herself 
at home and education helps determine what she does with her time.
In families with less than a fifteen thousand dollar income, the 
educational background of the woman made no difference in the amount
of time she devoted to politics. However, in families with more than
a fifteen thousand dollar income, women with college educations 
devoted considerably more time to politics. She found that
. . . unlike male political participants who are drawn from a 
fairly broad socioeconomic cross section of the community, only 
an elite group of women, for the most part, are active in local 
politics. They are the wealthy and well educated.
This study did not support the hypothesis that the candidacy
of mothers with young children was facilitated by greater affluence 
and ability to hire household help. Nearly two thirds of these female 
candidates had family incomes of less than twenty thousand dollars.
The male candidates with young children reported similar levels of 
income, and female civic leaders with young children had higher levels 
of income. (See Table 15.)
These data give no indication that female candidates with young 
children have higher educational levels than other groups. Lee found 
that women with both education and resources were more likely to be 
active in politics even with young children at home. This study did not 
confirm this. Only five of the thirty-nine female candidates with 
children under twelve at home had both college educations and family 
incomes above twenty thousand dollars. The sample is small, but the
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results do not support the hypothesis that education and income facil 
itate female candidacy. Among female candidates with children under 
twelve years old, the relationship between education and income was 
extremely weak. (Gamma ,004, Kendall's Tau C .003.) (See Table 16.)
TABLE 16
PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS BY CHILDREN'S AGE OF 
COLLEGE EDUCATED PARENTS
Classification Num­
ber
Cases
Children 
under 
12 Years 
at Home
m
Num­
ber
Cases
No
Children 
under 
12 Years 
at Home 
<%)
Female candidates 39 20.5 105 44.7
Female civic leaders 6 50.0 42 45.2
Hale candidates— MC-1 23 43.4 44 45.4
Male Candidates--MC-2 5 20.0 23 34.7
Male civic leaders 21 57.1 26 53.8
Female civic leaders: Nonrandom 54 74.0 59 76.3
Of the factors that have been considered to this point, none 
except the spouse's support for the candidacy has given any real lead 
in searching for differences between women who compete for political 
office and women who remain in traditional leadership roles. 
Therefore, possible avenues to candidacy will be examined:
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participation in civic and political activities.
Civic Club Involvement
How do the candidates become involved in community activities?
It is expected that prior to candidacy they had in some way become
known in the community. Avenues of community exposure include civic
clubs and church, political parties and governmental positions. It
was expected that women used civic and political groups more often
than men since fewer women are employed and fewer have held govern-
104mental positions either through election or appointment. However,
the level of civic club involvement of male and female candidates was 
similar. (See Tables 17 and 18.)
TABLE 17
NUMBERS OF CURRENT CIVIC CLUB MEMBERSHIPS
Female Male
Candidates Candidates
Num­ Num- MC-1 or
ber ber MC-2
Cases (7o) Cases (7»)
147 13.6 98 12.2
16.3 21.4
36.0 32.6
23.1 31.6
11.0 2.0
None
One
Two or three 
Four, five, or six 
Seven or more
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TABLE 18
CURRENT AND PAST CIVIC CLUB 
POSITIONS
LEADERSHIP
Female Male
Candidates Candidates
Num­ Num­ MC-1 or
ber ber MC-2
Cases (%) Cases (%)
None 147 21.7 98 14.2
One 10.9 18.3
Two or three 38.1 30.6
Four, five, or six 25.9 21.4
Seven or more 4.1 5.1
These data show that women only slightly more than men have 
taken advantage of civic club membership and leadership prior to can­
didacy. Most candidates have been involved with the community through 
civic clubs, but it does not appear that civic club involvement is 
the key for female candidacy to much greater degree than it is for 
male candidacy. Female candidates have a higher percentage of per­
sons who were members of large numbers of organizations and slightly 
more holding multiple leadership positions, but the leadership differ­
ence is certainly not a decisive one. (See Table 19.)
Both groups of female civic leaders (female civic leaders and 
female civic leaders: Nonrandom) have more club leadership experience
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than the other groups. The male civic leaders reported less club 
leadership experience but felt stronger attraction to candidacy. The 
three groups’ leadership experience was in inverse relationship to 
their attraction to candidacy. This indicates that few civic leaders 
were using civic club experience as an avenue to candidacy. (See 
Table 20.)
Because civic club and church leadership positions are rela­
tively easy to obtain, it can be assumed that the respondents without 
at least three leadership positions over a period of years had decided 
against accepting civic club leadership. In the three groups of candi­
dates (female candidates, male candidates MC-1 and MC-2) fewer than 
half reported a high level of civic club leadership so evidently had 
not used this as an avenue to candidacy. Only one fifth of the female 
candidates has been extremely active in holding more than five leader­
ship positions in civic clubs. Others may have been faithful members 
and used the civic club membership as a community contact, but most 
have not gathered their leadership skills through civic club posi­
tions.
Political Party Activity
None of the groups studied demonstrate a high level of politi­
cal party activity: 90 percent of the male candidates and 85 percent of 
the female candidates reported no party leadership roles. The larger 
community, the higher the political party participation by all respon­
dents. Most of the council elections in Virginia are nonpartisan: it
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TABLE 20
CIVIC CLUB LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE AND 
STRONG APPEAL TO CANDIDACY
Classification
Percent with 
Three or 
More 
Civic 
Organization 
Leadership 
Positions 
(%)
Percent 
Reporting 
Strong 
Attraction 
to Candidacy
(%)
Female civic leaders 75.4 14
Female civic leaders: Nonrandom 68.3 28
Male civic leaders 46.7 34
Female candidates3 45.0 100
Male candidates— MG-2a 42.3 100
Male candidates— MC-la 36.0 100
8iPercentage based on assumption that candidacy appealed to the 
candidates.
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is difficult to say that political party activity is an avenue to 
candidacy in Virginia council elections. (See Tables 21 through 
24.)
TABLE 21
SELF-CLASSIFICATION OF RESPONDENTS ON 
LEVEL OF PARTY ACTIVITY
Classification
Very
Active
or
Active
(%)
Occa­
sion­
ally
Active
(%)
In­
active
(%)
Female candidates 32 31 37
Female civic leaders 20 27 47
Male candidates— MC-1 25 29 48
Male candidates— MC-2 31 35 34
Male civic leaders 32 17 51
Female civic leaders: Nonrandom 17 34 48
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TABLE 23
PARTY LEADERSHIP POSITIONS BY 
SIZE OF COMMUNITY
Classification
Over
50,000
10
50
,000
to
,000
1,000
to
10,000
Under
1,000
Num­
ber
Per­
cent
Num
ber
- Per­
cent
Num­
ber
■ Per­
cent
Num-Per- 
ber cent
Female candidates 16 25.0 15 20.0 53 17.0 60 10.0
Male candidates--MC-1 8 0 7 14.3 30 6.7 21 9.5
Male candidates--MC-2 6 33.3 0 5 0 18 5.6
Party Chairperson
Female candidates 25.0 6.7 7.5 3.0
Male candidates--MC-1 0 14.3 0 4.8
Male candidates--MC-2 0 0 0 5.6
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TABLE 24
YEARS IN POLITICAL PARTY/LEADERSHIP ROLES
Classifification
No
Roles
Listed
(%)
Roles 
Listed—  
No 
Years 
(%)
One to 
Four 
Years 
(%)
Five to 
Eight 
Years 
(%)
Nine
or
More
Years
(%)
Female candidates 85.7 4.1 6.8 1.4 2.0
Female civic leaders 91.8 2.0 2.0 0 4-1
Male candidates— MC-1 94.2 0 4.3 0 1.4
Male candidates— MC-2 87.9 0 6.1 0 6.1
Male civic leaders 83.0 2.1 0 6.4 8.5
Female civic leaders:
Nonrandom 90.3 1.8 6.2 0 1.8
Neither the civic club nor political party are clear or unique 
avenues to candidacy for Virginia women. Their participation in both 
type organizations is similar to the male candidates1. As expected, 
the female civic leaders participate to a higher degree in civic clubs 
and to a lesser degree in political party activities.
Marital status, income, education, employment, size of com­
munity, and organizational activities do not explain the motivation of 
female candidates. The high level of spouse support for female can­
didates is the most outstanding difference between them and the other
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groups. Psychological variables may give more insight into the dif­
ferences between women who seek office and those who use their leader­
ship skills in more traditional ways.
Psychological and Sociological Factors
Having a supportive spouse apparently enables a woman to 
become a candidate, but this does not explain her motivation for can­
didacy. Female noncandidates hold politically relevant resources 
including education, income, and community involvement. Even though 
they have the resources to become candidates, only one fourth of these 
women expressed a very deep interest in politics and only a few 
expressed strong interest in candidacy. To continue the search for 
differences between female candidates and noncandidates, the final 
portion of this paper will examine intangible factors that may impact 
on a woman’s decision to become a candidate.
The role model of a politically active mother emerges as an 
important motivation for the female candidate. Using Guttman Scale 
technique, the respondents* indication of their parents* political 
activity was given scores of zero to three. The parent who had no 
political activity was assigned a zero, who discussed politics often 
a one, who worked actively in political party a two, and who was a 
candidate a three. For the mother the coefficient of reproducibility 
was 0.98, the coefficient of scalability 0.92.^^ For the father 
the coefficient of reproducibility was 0.95 and a scalability 0.82.
These are highly valid coefficients; therefore, the scale was used to
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evaluate the impact of the politically active parent on females 
(female candidates, female civic leaders) and on males (male candi­
dates— MC-1, male civic leaders). Using partial correlations, the 
impacts of the politically active parents and the supportive spouse 
were evaluated as shown in Table 25.
TABLE 25 
PARENTAL POLITICAL ACTIVITY
Classification
Mother1s
Political
Activity
Father's
Political
Activity
Female candidates • 5413 .812
Female civic leaders .217 .586
Male candidates— MC-1 .257 . 666
Male candidates— MC-2 .259 .750
Male civic leaders .282 .695
Female civic leaders: Nonrandom .663 .973
2
Mean for all respondents in category. The higher numbers 
indicate higher parental political activity.
The female candidates are from relatively politically active 
families. As seen in Table 25, female candidates more often than male 
candidates reported comparatively high levels of parental political 
activity. There is a noticeable difference between female candidates 
and randomly selected female civic leaders. The nonrandomly selected
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female civic leaders reported the highest levels of parental political 
activity. This difference between the two groups of female civic 
leaders is reasonable explanation for other differences between them: 
egalitarianism, interest in politics, and appeal of candidacy. It 
appears in Table 25 that the impact of the political father on the 
female candidate is greater than the impact of her mother, but this 
does not stand up under closer examination.
The female respondents were more influenced by the mother's 
than by the father’s political activity. Controlling for the influ­
ence of the father, women were significantly influenced by the mother 
(Pearson's r = .22, s < .005). Controlling for the mother, the 
father's impact on women was not significant (Pearson's r = .07, s < 
.23).
The mother's influence on the male respondents was quite low 
(Pearson's r = .02). This emphasizes her significant influence on 
the female respondents.
It is not simply a matter of same-sex role modeling. The 
impact of the father was almost the same for men and women, and in 
neither case was it significant at the .05 level. Controlling for the 
mother's activity, the father's impact on females was r = .07, s < .23 
and on males r = .14, s < .08. Even though the father was more fre­
quently the political parent, his impact on the son was not as great 
as the mother's impact on the daughter.
On the whole, women in this study were more influenced by 
parents than were men: using mother's and father's activity as
77
predictors, for women r “ .25, for men r = .16. This corresponds with
findings of Robert Dowse and John Hughes that ”. . .  being less
exposed to other political ideas than boys, girls are more apt to
106adopt parental ideas as those more salient to them."
The political family background is important and especially 
relevant for females' entry into candidacy. Men receive impetus 
through the culture to become active in public roles; women do not 
receive as many positive stimuli. Not only must the woman be 
exposed to positive stimuli that encourage candidacy, but she must have 
a receptive mind to respond to the few that are in her current environ­
ment. The role model of a politically active mother enhances develop­
ment of a responsive attitude to political stimuli.
The model of the political mother was important, but the role 
model of other women does not seem to have encouraged candidacy. As 
children and adults, the female noncandidates more frequently knew 
female officials and candidates. (See Table 26.)
More than any other factor, the mother's political activity 
influenced the female candidates' feeling of appropriateness of women 
having an equal role in government. The politically active mother
i
influenced the female civic leaders to a lesser degree, but at the 
very highest level of mother's political activity, all female candi­
dates and civic leaders agreed that women should have an equal role in 
government. Of the two female candidates and two female civic leaders 
who disagreed strongly on women's role, three had mothers with an 
activity rating of zero, and one had a mother rated one (discussed
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politics often but did not participate). Of the eight other female 
respondents who disagreed on women’s equality, seven had mothers with 
a political activity rating of zero; the other reported no maternal 
political activity except discussing politics. (See Table 27.)
TABLE 27
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EGALITARIANISM 
AND OTHER FACTORS
Category
Female
Candi­
dates
Female
Civic
Leaders
Mother's political activity ,33a .17
Conservative or liberal philosophy .23 .13
Employment .21 .06
Education .10 .40
Income .01 .16
Children .02 .02
Marriage .001 .18
aGamma coefficients
For the female civic leaders, there is a stronger relationship 
between education and egalitarianism than between the political acti­
vity of the mother and egalitarianism. This indicates that later 
adult socialization toward accepting women in the nontraditional poli­
tical role is possible apart from the childhood experience of living
80
with a politically active mother. Since no one can control the role 
model her mother provides, it is important that education can also 
contribute to broadening women's horizons.
Half of the female candidates strongly agreed that women 
should have an equal role in government. This was considerably lower 
than expected since these women were seeking for themselves a role 
in government, but it was twice the percentage of female civic lead­
ers, male candidates and male civic leaders who strongly agreed.
Since so many of the nonrandomly selected female civic leaders were 
from groups related with the Women's rights movement, it was expected 
that a much higher percentage of them would have responded positively 
to this question. (See Table 28.)
Fewer than half of the total respondents in this study strongly 
agreed that women should have an equal role in government. This 
directly relates to the literature reviewed in the second chapter and 
demonstrates the difficulty of expanding female political leadership. 
Unless one strongly agrees that women should have an equal role in 
government, he or she is unlikely to work energetically for and 
encourage female candidacy. Society has institutionalized a sharp 
demarcation of social roles according to sex, in which women accept 
the less powerful and less influential public roles. Daryl Bern, 
Margaret Mead, Kenneth Clark, and others agree that self-devaluation 
is common among underprivileged and subordinate groups.Dominant
groups prescribe less powerful role to subordinate groups and create
108myths about their inabilities to fill other roles. The members of
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the subordinate group defend themselves by accepting as fact the
inferiority and by attempting to please and accommodate the dominant 
109group. The lack of strong egalitarianism in a majority of Virginia
leaders who responded to this study is a predictor that female candi­
dacy faces a serious roadblock.
Because the few women who run for office chose an atypical 
roles it is expected that they have stronger self-concepts, higher 
estimations of their qualification for office, feelings of more 
internal control of their lives, and feelings of greater political 
efficacy than the more traditional female civic leaders and than the 
male candidates. Neither of the two latter groups is going against 
societal role expectations. The attributes being examined here may 
enable the female candidates to dare to be different.
Self-concept was measured by modified Rosenburg Scale and by 
the respondent rating his or her qualification for holding a seat on 
council. The female candidates showed the most positive mean value 
on self-concept, weakly supporting the hypothesis that female candi­
dates have stronger self-concepts than either female civic leaders 
or male candidates. The female civic leaders' self-concept was 
similar to that of all respondents (1.83), but the self-concept of 
female civic leaders with disapproving spouses was markedly lower 
(2.02), thus lowering the score for the female civic leaders. The 
results were in the expected direction, but not strong enough to 
permit firm conclusions. (See Table 29.)
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There was significant difference between the female candidates 
and female civic leaders in their self-evaluation on qualification 
for office. It would be expected that persons are not likely to 
become candidates unless they feel reasonably qualified: therefore, 
less than half of the female civic leaders are prospects for candi­
dacy. The male civic leaders have significantly higher estimation 
of their competence for holding public power. The difference between 
female and male civic leaders could be directly related to their 
socialization and the men's ability to perceive themselves in a 
decision-making position of power. This implies that men will con­
tinue to dominate Virginia ballots.
A surprisingly large number of the nonrandomly selected female 
civic leaders rated themselves unqualified. Theif low estimations 
emphasize the comparatively high ratings of the female candidates and 
support the hypothesis that stronger self-confidence is needed to go 
against societal norms and seek positions of public power.
The difference between female and male condidates was negli­
gible. Over 90 percent of all three candidates groups felt qualified 
for office. (See Table 30.)
It was expected that the female candidate would feel the most 
internal control over her life and the least degree of external con- 
role She was not expected to feel that society, others or fate were 
dictating her life. The modified Rotter Internal-External Locus of 
Power instrument did not confirm this hypothesis. The male civic 
leaders felt most in control of their lives, followed by the female
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civic leaders. The nonrandomly selected female civic leaders felt 
most controlled by outside forces. The three candidate groups fell 
between the extremes. These unexpected results might be explained 
on two levels. First, the male civic leader is the most affluent 
and professional group accustomed to being in command. His feeling 
of control is not surprising. Second, the female civic leader is in 
her traditional role and not attempting to make changes in the poli­
tical world. Perhaps it is the political person who is most aware 
of the environment’s impact. The traditional female civic leader 
is secure in the life she leads and feels all the control she 
desires. Feeling internal control of one's life is not an indicator 
of candidacy. (See Table 31.)
Unless one feels some power to produce desired effects in 
the political arena it cannot be expected that he or she enter the 
process. Political efficacy is an important indicator of deciding if it 
is worth one’s time to participate in politics and government. Using 
the Campbell Scale of Political Efficacy, this study attempted to 
isolate efficacy as a factor in candidacy. As expected, the group 
reporting the lowest degree of political efficacy was the female civic 
leaders. There are no significant differences among the other groups. 
(See Table 32.)
This low degree of political efficacy in female civic leaders 
carries over to their interest in politics and government and their low 
attraction to candidacy. (See Tables 33 through 36.)
While male civic leaders provide a substantial pool of potential
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TABLE 31
LOCUS OF CONTROL
Classification Mean Median
Internal = low score
External - high score
Female candidates 2.516 2.502
Female civic leaders 2.383 2.329
Male candidates— MC-1 2.515 2.499
Male candidates--MC-2 2.533 2.500
Male civic leaders 2.320 2.254
Female civic leaders: Nonrandom 2.643 2.508
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TABLE 33
INTEREST IN POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Classification
Deeply 
or Very 
Inter­
ested 
<%>
Mod­
erately
Inter­
ested
(%)
Not
Inter­
ested
(%)
Female civic leaders 47 51 2
Male civic leaders 66 30 2
Female civic leaders: Nonrandomly 77 21 2
TABLE 34
DEGREE TO WHICH CANDIDACY APPEALS 
TO NONCANDIDATES
Classification
Appeals
Very
Strongly
<%)
Appeals
Strongly
(%)
Not
Sure
m
Not
Much
(%)
Not
at
All
(%)
Female civic leader 2 12 29 20 33
Male civic leader 13 21 23 32 11
Female civic leader: Nonrandomly 7 21 42 20 10
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TABLE 35
NONCANDIDATES’ ESTIMATION OF HIS OR HER 
CHANCES TO BE ELECTED IF HE WERE 
CANDIDATE FOR COUNCIL
Classification Good or
Very Good 
(%)
Poor or 
Very Poor 
(%)
Female civic leader 18 10
Male civic leader 38 11
Female civic leader: Nonrandom 12. 16
TABLE 36
SELF-CLASSIFICATION OF RESPONDENTS AS 
LIBERAL OR CONSERVATIVE
Classification Liberal Moderate
<%) <%)
Conser­
vative
m
Female candidate 18 46 31
Female civic leader 8 43 41
Male candidate--MC-l 9 42 46
Male candidate— MC-2 15 33 45
Male civic leader 11 43 41
Female civic leader: Nonrandom 47 32 16
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candidates, female civic leaders generally do not. If females are to 
provide anywhere near their proportional share of candidates and 
elected officials, a larger pool of potential recruits is required.
CONCLUSIONS
Both female candidates and female civic leaders are from 
relatively elite socioeconomic strata with differences in education 
more dependent on age than on candidacy or noncandidacy. Higher educa­
tion, expected to be a key to candidacy, does not seem to be a pre­
requisite to candidacy particularly in the small towns in which fewer 
resources are required. The female candidate is younger than the 
female civic leaders and more likely to have children under the age 
of twelve. A similar percentage of female candidates and noncandidates 
is married, but the younger female candidate is more likely than the 
female civic leader to have marital responsibilities. Marriage, mother­
hood, and lower educational attainment do not appear to be obstacles to 
female candidacy in Virginia council elections of 1976 and 1977. If one 
looks at the two groups of women as a whole, the structural indicators 
seem to point to a greater likelihood of candidacy in the civic leaders.
The most influential factors leading to female candidacy is©** 
lated by this study are (1) the supportive husband, (2) the politically 
active mother, and (3) a greater acceptance of women's role in govern­
ment. The evident conclusion is that the politically active family 
creates an environment from which next-generation political activists 
are likely to emerge. The family with a politically active mother is
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not only creating an environment of political awareness but is pro­
viding the daughter a role model which allows her to consider a non- 
traditional public role for herself in later years. Families with a 
politically active mother are less likely to transmit rigid sex- 
roles. This climate of political awareness plus some freedom from 
strict sex-role typing develops a woman who is more likely to select 
a mate open to her nontraditional ideas. It is this combination of 
factors that creates a politically active woman.
It is evident, however, that there is no single model of 
a female candidate just as there is no such model of a male candidate. 
This study indicates decisively that there are numerous unknown factors 
that lead individuals to candidacy. If one were to write a prescrip­
tion for female candidacy, he would be mistaken to write only one. For 
too long our society has attempted to describe women as a group with 
similar and limited interests without regard to individual differences.
Apparently, few women had politically active mothers; there 
are not enough to provide a recruitment pool for female candidates. 
Other factors that expand women's horizons include education. Formal 
higher education is not available to everyone but educational expe­
riences are. This study suggests that persons interested in female 
recruitment to candidacy should follow two courses:
1. develop publicity and workshops on the mechanics of poli­
tical activity, teaching political skills and promoting the idea that 
women can participate fully, and
2. encourage societal movement toward egalitarianism in
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varied fields. If multiple opportunities for choices of life styles 
unfold for women, politics may logically be one of them.
Because political power is viewed as a male role, concerted 
stimuli are necessary to encourage women to consider candidacy.
Change will come slowly since societal norms must be altered to con­
sider women in the nontraditional role of public power. Without 
organized efforts women may never assume equal roles in government.
The field for recruitment must be expansive enough to include civic 
club leaders from varied groups, women never involved in community 
leadership, women of varied socioeconomic strata. Sex-role stereo­
typing is a major barrier to female candidacy and one that-will not 
easily or quickly disappear.
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valid, it must be over .6. For more detailed explanation of Guttman 
scaling, see Norman H. Nie and others, Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975), pp. 529-35.
"^^Robert E. Dowse and John A. Hughes, "Girls, Boys, and 
Politics," British Journal of Sociology 22 (March 1971):62.
^^See Bern and Bern, Beliefs, Attitudes, and Human Affairs, 
pp. 89-99; Kenneth Clark, cited by Bern and Bern, Beliefs, Attitudes, 
and Human Affairs, pp. 66-67; Horner, "Fail: Bright Women,” pp. 36-39; 
and Margaret Mead, cited by Kirkpatrick, Political Woman, p. 14.
108 *Miller, Toward a New Psychology of Women, p. 11.
109Ibid., p. 10.
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(This number is for Onto completed 1970
research purposes only.
Your Identity will MOT
be revealed.) DO MOT SIGH THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
1. Holding a seat on City or Town Council is something for which I feel
highly qualified qualified unqualified very unqualified
2c Have you previously been a candidate for elected government office? 
What office(s)?________ . _______ _
Please mark (/) those for which you were elected. 
Total number of years served in above offices _____
3« Please list appointive government positions, including memberships on Boards, 
Commissions, Authorities, etc., that you have held:
POSITIONS DATES
A# How long have you considered being or hoped to be an official before you 
initially decided to run for office?
since childhood  about 1 to 5 years  about 5 th 10 years
most of my adult life  shortly before deciding to run
5. How, basically, did you decide to become a candidate in this election?
It was my own idea. Political party urged me to run.
Friends urged me to run. Family urged me to run.
6. The route you have taken to get on the ballot in 1976:
party convention independent filing
party primary petition
party mass meeting other
7c How is your campaign being financed? (Please rate "a" for major source(s),
"b" for secondary source(s) , and leave blank source(s) not used.) 
your own funds or those of your immediate family 
funds you raised yourself via events, appeals, solicitations 
party support
fund-raising committee (not part of the political party) 
professional fund raisers 
 other________ _ ____________________________
8. Marital status Married Div. or separated Wldow(er)ed Single
9. If you are married, do you feel that your spouse's attitude toward your
candiuOcy is
very moderately neutral moderately very disapproving
supportive supportive disapproving
10. Do you have children?   yes (number ___ )  no
If so, please list the ages of those now living at home
lie Year of your birth._ 12. Your race
13, How active have you been in a political party (campaign work, organisational
party work) prior to your candidacy?
very active active occasionally active Inactive no party connections at all
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14. If you hold or have held leadership positions in a political party, please list 
them:
TYPE OF POSITION(S) NUMBER OF YEARS SERVED
15. Do you consider yourself:
strong Democrat __ weak Republican Independent, closer to Democrat
strong Republican  weak Democrat  independent, closer to Republican
American Independent not sure Independent, close to no party
16. Some people feel that women should have an equal role with men in running the
government. Do you
strongly agree agree not sure disagree strongly disagree
17. Did your father
hold any elected government office(s)? YES NO
If so, please name the positlon(a)
run unsuccessfully for elected government office? 
hold any appointive government position(s)? 
work actively in a political party? 
discuss politics often?
work actively in nonpolitical civic organlzation(s)? 
show rather little Interest in politics?
18. Did your mother
hold any elected government offlce(s)? 
If so, please name the position(s)?__
run unsuccessfully for elected government office? 
hold any appointed government position(s)? 
work actively in a political party? 
discuss politics often?
work actively in nonpolitical civic- organization(s)? 
show rather little interest in politics?
19. Do you generally consider yourself to be
very conservative conservative moderate liberal very liberal
20. Your occupation or profession______.
Are you presently employed?  full time  part time  no
21. Your education: some high school high school graduate some college
college graduate  some post-graduate work Master Degree
Ph.D.. M.D., Law Degree  other______ .
22. Approximate family annual income:
below $10,000.  $10-20,000.  $20-30,000. ___$30-40,000.  above $40,000,
23. As a child or young person did you know of a woman who held any state or local
elected government office in your home state? YES NO
Did you as a child or young person know of a woman who was an
unsuccessful candidate for any elected government office? YES NO
24. Do you have a woman friend or acquaintance who has held an
elected government office? YES NO
Do you have a woman friend or acquaintance who has been an
unsuccessful candidate for elected government office? YES  NO
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Please nark the column that nost nearly expresses your feelings for each statement on the follow­
ing standardized scales which are used across the nation for research such as this.
AGREE DISAGREE_______
I don't think public officials care much about vhat 
_____  _____________ _______ people like me think.
The way people vote Is the main thing that decides how 
- things are run in this country.
Voting is the only way that people like me can have any 
     . say about how the government runs things.
Sometimes politics and government seem 60 complicated 
that a person like me can't really understand what's 
   . . going on.
People like me don't have any say about vhat government 
 _______________________________ does.
STRONGLY
STRONCLY DIS- DIS-
ACREE AGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE
1 feel that I am a person of worth, at least on an equal 
______________________ ______ basis with others.
 ____________________________ I feel that I have a number of good qualities.
________ ___________________________All in all, I am Inclined to feel that I am a failure.
- _________ __________________1 am able to do things as well as most other people.
__________________________________ I feel I do not have much to be proud of.
 ___________________________ I take a positive attitude toward myself.
___________ ________________________On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.
___________________________________ I wish I could have more respect for myself.
___________________________________ _ I certainly feel useless at times.
_______________ ______ ______  I feel that my leadership abilities are strong.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________________________ At times I think I am no good at all.
People's misfortunes rarely result from the mistakes 
________■________ _________ _________ they make.
Capable people who fall to become leaders have not 
________________ ______ taken advantage of their opportunities.
In the long run people get the respect they deserve 
_____________    in this world.
  What happens to me is my own doing.
______________________ People ere lonely because they don't try to be friendly.
Few misfortunes are the result of lack of ability, 
_______________ . _________________  Ignorance, laziness or all three.
In the long run the bad things that happen to us are
____________________ ._______________balanced by the good ones.
People who can't get others to like them don't understand
  . how to get along with others.
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X would like to have an Indication of how active you are in civic organizations and the leadership 
roles you have or have had. If you are a member of more than one organization in a category, 
please show this by inserting the approximate plural number. If you have held numerous offices in 
service clubs, insert the approximate number of such offices. (For example, if you have been PTA 
president twice and Scout leader once, insert 3 under President beside that category.)
Do not spend too much time categorizing organizations about which you are not sure. List them 
under "others" and I will categorize them later.
MEMBERSHIPS PRESIDENT OTHER LEADERSHIP ROLES
NON-partisan political groups, such as 
League of Women Voters
Professional and Business, such as 
Jaycecs, BPW, NEA, ANA
Labor unions
Farm related
Youth or school oriented such as PTA, 
adult leader of Girl or Boy Scouts, 
et cetera
School such as alumni/ae associations, 
AAUW
General service such as Lions, 
Woman's Club, Rotary
Special service such as Cancer Society, 
Sierra Club
Cultural-Aesthetic such as Historical 
Society, Literary Society, Symphony, 
Museum Guild, et cetera
Church related
Fraternal or sororital, including 
OES and Masons
Ethnic or nationality
Hobby, including Garden Club, Hunting 
or Chess
Feminist 6uch as NOW, WEAL, Women's 
Political Caucus
Other
Current Past ______ (Either past or current)
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FEMALE CANDIDATES FOR VIRGINIA COUNCILS 1976-1977
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The purpose of this study is to isolate factors that facili­
tate female candidacy in Virginia. The female candidates for Council 
seats in 1976 and 1977 are compared with female civic leaders who have 
used their leadership skills in more traditional club roles. 
Comparisons are also made between female candidates and male candi­
dates, between male candidates and male civic leaders.
Structural factors including income, education, employment, 
marital status, parenthood, and size of community do not provide the 
answers. There are some exceptions, two of them are:
1. female candidates ^ in small towns are more likely to be 
employed than are female civic leaders in those towns, and than female 
candidates in larger towns; and
2. female candidates below the age of forty have fewer years 
of formal education than female civic leaders in that age bracket.
Major differences between female candidates and noncandidates
are:
1. female candidates report higher degree of support from 
their spouses,
2. female candidates are more likely to have had politically 
active mothers, and
3. female candidates express more egalitarian values.
The results suggest that childhood socialization is important 
in female recruitment to candidacy, but that present life situations, 
particularly a supportive husband, are vital. Fewer than half of the 
respondents strongly supported the idea that women should have an 
equal role with men in running the government. This sex-role stereo­
typing is a major'roadblock to female candidacy. Therefore, it is 
unlikely that large numbers of women will become candidates in 
Virginia in the near future.
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